Pulitzer Prize-Winning Writer Calls for Mass-Media Changes

"Competition is the force that can most effectively help the mass media fulfill their collective purpose of telling the truth to the public," said television writer and historian Dr. Nevins.

In a lecture at the University last week he said that most Americans are convinced that the mass media—newspapers, radio, television, the cinema—are not adequately doing their jobs. "Television has degenerated in the past five years to a "waste-land of vulgarity and violence,"" Dr. Nevins said. "It is practically devoid of culture and informed controversy, he contended. "The same trend is evident in all American mass media."

AN ILLUMINATED MAP showing the Dispersion of Seventh-day Adventist Students at the University was the backdrop for a discussion of the theme by Dr. Nevins. President T. Anderson, president of the Trans-Africa Division, spoke for the eighth annual Medical Missionary Convocation; Richard G. Ruhling, president of the Trans-Africa Division, speaker for the eighth annual Medical Missionary Convocation; Richard G. Ruhling, president of the Trans-Africa Missionary Convocation which climaxed the student-organized Week of Missions Emphasis April 30. "The newly nationalized independent television network similar to the BBC, he suggests, is justified only to promote competition."

The West predicted that the emerging national television stations would soon force the networks to adopt similar policies. "Opinion is divided on this point among critics," he said. "A few say that competition both within each medium and among the different media is a good thing. Foundations or the federal government could support an independent television network similar to the BBC, he suggests. The idea would be to force each media to be adequate. "The idea is that everyone will work harder and be more creative," he said. "The best solution to the media's problem is not regulation by state, church, or educators, he said, but the free market. "Competition is the force that can most effectively help the mass media fulfill their collective purpose of telling the truth to the public," said television writer and historian Dr. Nevins.

In a lecture at the University last week he said that most Americans are convinced that the mass media—newspapers, radio, television, the cinema—are not adequately doing their jobs. "Television has degenerated in the past five years to a "waste-land of vulgarity and violence,"" Dr. Nevins said. "It is practically devoid of culture and informed controversy, he contended. "The same trend is evident in all American mass media."

Dr. Nevins, Radio, often treated with silent contempt by critics, has done well with noise but has made "a clumsy use of news and very little use of anything else." The next five years are allegedly irrevocable and fazed reporting, are improving, Nevins believes, but still have a long way to go.
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**Attitude Research**

During the recent exchange of ideas on mission service in these colleges, several persons asked if research on this topic had been done.

A start in this direction was made last fall by gradu- ate students under the direction of Betty B. Stirling, PhD, of Logan, Utah, and so on, but this study did not resolve that point. Perhaps a future one will.

Both positive and negative factors in missions service attitudes were explored. Perhaps a brief summary will suffice.

The single most powerful influence for mission service, according to this study, is the mission field itself. All others were overshadowed by it and were considered by the students to return to. All of those with previous mission experience of their own likewise planned to return, except for two who were undecided.

It would be interesting could we report on the influence of student missionary experience, such as provided by the field schools in Chihuah, Mexico, Monument Valley, Utah, and so on, but this study did not resolve that point.

Contrary to expectation, the majority of both the "yes" and the "no" groups were undecided and did not provide information on whether or not they would participate in a mission service. Only 14 per cent of the "yes" group were indebted to the mission experience in one way or another.

One reason for the high cost of drugs can be cut with more effective, well-established medications. He notes that the majority of both the "yes" and the "no" groups said they might consider mission service.

Another authority supplies the following facts: major companies were interested in the high cost of drugs.

Dr. Harris does concede, however, that the main contribution of Dr. Harris to the medical field is that he points to the need of education and research in medical economics.

**Climaxes With Music Festival**

The spring music festival will open May 20 with a performance of Brahms' Requiem by the University Choir. The performance will be in the 7:30 p.m. concert in the Memorial Auditorium. The program will be Bradley W. Nelson, MD.

The single concert may 21 will feature the University College and Central American countries that interested in missionary work.

The tour may be taken for four sessions of one hour or lower division credit, according to the director. Dr. W. J. Alvey, PhD, chairman of the history department.

Two members will leave Los Angeles or San Francisco July 1954; one will visit Guatemala, and the University Band, directed by Eugene Nash, assistant professor of music at La Sierra, will be at the benefit of a three-day July meet- ing in London.

La Sierra Sponsors Tours for Credit

La Sierra College is sponsoring a one-week trip to London, England, and the University Band, directed by Eugene Nash, assistant professor of music at La Sierra, will be at the benefit of a three-day July meet- ing in London.
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ALL-NIGHT VIGIL over open heart operation patient is maintained in the intensive care unit. Donald A. Reising, inhalation therapist, and LaVau W. Batts, instructor in nursing, care for patient Harold F. Conway, whose mitral valve was replaced with an artificial substitute.

HOSPITAL PHARMACY DIRECTOR, W. Alvin Thompson, fills a nighttime medication requisition for Judy P. Breen, ward secretary on unit 200.

University Hospital
At Night

BUSY "BOARD" keeps operators occupied even at night. Barbara Bielicki (left), and Kae Pearce, both work at the switchboard until their replacement comes at 11 p.m.

BABY FEEDING SCHEDULE goes on through the night. Irene C. Nobuhara, nursery supervisor, will feed six more after this one.

P. JERRY AUSTIN, assistant medical technologist, refills supplies from the blood bank. All types must be on hand for emergencies night and day.

AFTER DARK the hospital's cleaning and maintenance crew does most of its work. Clyde Courtney, housekeeping service, mops a walkway.
IBM Contributes University $5,000

Loma Linda University has received a $5,000 cash gift from the IBM Corporation, President Godfrey T. Anderson disclosed recently.

The gift is part of a massive national program of support for higher education underway in the New York company, according to Riverside branch manager J. Frank Bales. Bales and account representative Howard L. Richcreek, both of IBM's data processing division, presented the check to Dr. Anderson.

"IBM placed no restrictions on the use to which the gift might be put," Dr. Anderson explained. "This enables the university to choose the purpose toward which it may be applied with the greatest benefit."

In this case, he said, the $5,000 will be put in the building fund for the Loma Linda University Medical Center now under construction on the campus. Construction of the teaching hospital complex, due for completion next spring, depends heavily upon such gifts from companies, foundations, and individuals, the president said.

Freedom Award (Continued from page 1) their awards in private ceremonies, it was stated.

Some 400 people are expected to attend the $10-a-plate affair at the hotel's Embassy Room at 7 p.m. There will be a reception prior to the dinner.

Our message:

With Security Bank as your financial partner, who needs to get married? A Security checking account—regular or special—will help manage your money. If you’re still bent on matrimony, could we interest you in a joint account?

Make your financial partner
SECURITY FIRST NATIONAL BANK
11132 Anderson, Loma Linda
Phons 796-6989, Ext. 365

And when you told him he needed a partner to believe in him, help manage his money and share the future...

He decided on Security Bank instead of me.
Nightingale Birthday Observed During National Hospital Week

Loma Linda University Hospital will observe National Hospital Week (May 8-14) by showing the film “What is Medicare?” on May 12, Florence Nightingale’s birthday. Assistant hospital administrator Richard G. Ubbink, and Wyanne S. Waggoner, the hospital’s patient business, will answer questions and engage in discussion periods following each showing of the film.

The motion picture, distributed by the Social Security Administration, will be on display in the large conference room south of the hospital lobby at 10 and 11 a.m., and 3:30 and 4:30 p.m.

The aim of this year’s Hospital Week is to show the benefits to individuals resulting from federal reimbursement cooperation with hospitals in providing medical care.

A series of color pictures depicting the history of medicine will be on display in the hospital throughout the week. During the week two films on hospital staff will be shown in high schools and academics in the Loma Linda and Redlands vicinity.

NURSES’ electrocardiography course coordinators examine a Cardiology nurse’s electrocardiogram monitoring unit demonstrated during the course. Left to right are Lavan W. Sutton, instructor in nursing, Roy V. Juny, MD, assistant professor of pediatrics, and L. Lucille Lewis, associate professor of nursing.

The School of Nutrition and Dietetics has announced the acceptance of ten dietetic interns for the coming school year.

Thelma A. Gibb, Lincoln, Nebraska; Robert E. Jashab, Altus, California; Jaredene L. Johnsen, La Mesa, California; Margaret L. Kemmerer, Berrien Springs, Michigan; Audrey K. Kinzel, College Place, Washington; Irina E. Matson, Lincoln, Nebraska; Ralph Jr. Meneah, La Sierra, California; Neiva L. Boasman, Berrien Springs, Michigan; Gamila K. Shaker, Cairo, Egypt; Anna L. Stonecypher, College Place, Washington.

Book Talk

(Continued from page 2)

Medical College Dr. Harris notes that “nutrition provides only about eight per cent of the operating funds, or about one-quarter of educational costs.” This is less than 30 per cent as much in all institutions of higher learning.

His recommendations for raising funds are numerous: to institute a hike in tuition and fees along with increased support from state and federal governments. The latter should be achieved by the offering of more scholarships and loans, he maintains.

For the less fortunate, the burden of higher learning (HUL) is to be two to three to one in medical schools.

“Of my study of all HUL on the finances of numerous of the size of classes revealed that small classes do not result in greater progress than large classes. In special circumstances small classes are justified—for example, in cases of the semi-private, where it is important to know the patients. I am convinced that the gains of a class of 25 are generally not worth the extra expense as compared to the one-to-one, to 20,” Dr. Harris writes.

Dr. Harris has the ability to make statistical analyses understandable and to make interesting. He has also the ability to make otherwise dull material interesting and to make statistical analyses understandable and to make interesting.

Instructors for the five sessions will be faculty members from the University School of Education and medical coordinator for the five sessions.
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WE DOCTORS KNOW

that some problems can be very vexing. Take, for example, the two most common complaints in my practice, chronic appetite and acute hunger pain. Until recently very hard to manage, especially in the very young, both conditions now yield to effective treatment. For instance, in my practice,
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this area of the practice.
LLU Personnel Win Four Prizes
For Journalistic Excellence

Loma Linda University personnel have won four prizes for journalistic excellence in the annual Twin Counties Press Club awards contest.

University Scope was awarded third place in the category "best public relations program" for the University's coverage of the diabetes detection center held on campus last November. More than 2,100 Inland Empire residents were tested at the center directed by Jerald C. Nelson, MD, assistant professor of medicine.

The Dentist magazine won second place in the category "best public relations program" for the University's coverage of the diabetes detection center held on campus last November. More than 2,100 Inland Empire residents were tested at the center directed by Jerald C. Nelson, MD, assistant professor of medicine.

The Dentist magazine won second place in the category "best public relations program" for the University's coverage of the diabetes detection center held on campus last November. More than 2,100 Inland Empire residents were tested at the center directed by Jerald C. Nelson, MD, assistant professor of medicine.

The Dentist magazine won second place in the category "best public relations program" for the University's coverage of the diabetes detection center held on campus last November. More than 2,100 Inland Empire residents were tested at the center directed by Jerald C. Nelson, MD, assistant professor of medicine.

University Publications Office, published by Hugh C. Love, DDS, through the University Publications Office, the magazine is printed under the supervision of, also, published by Dentistry and its Alumni Association.

To be eligible for prizes in the contest, the material must be published during 1965. Winners were announced at the club's eighth annual awards banquet held at the Holiday Inn, San Bernardino, April 30, and attended by more than 200 journalists and public information personnel. General speaker was controversial trial lawyer Melvin Belli.

UNIVERSITY REALTY

ProFITABLE, SAFE SAVINGS

Your savings can start earning big dividends now at First Federal. They'll be put to work as a sound investment in local residential real estate property. The interest you earn keeps your savings growing and growing and accounts are insured to $100,000. Talk to the man at First! He'll help you open an account at First Federal—where you are always assured of

SOUND LOCAL MANAGEMENT OF YOUR SAVINGS FUNDS

Youth Vocal Recital
Planned for May 15

Luna M. Munce, daughter of Clifford G. Munce, SD©68, and Mary S. Munce, SD©69, will give a vocal recital in Hurden Hall at 8 p.m., May 15. Miss Munce is a 16-year-old student at Loma Linda Union Academy. She has been studying for a number of years with Patrick H. Hicks, instructor in music.

The young singer's program will include classics by Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, Schumann; numbers by Strauss, Corelli, Grieg, and Porcioli, as well as a group of modern pieces.

Gwen Rockwell will be the accompanist for Miss Munce. There is no admission charge for the program.
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President Marches At Pfau Inaugural

Loma Linda University was represented at the Wednesday dedication of the California State College at San Bernardino and the inauguration of its president, John M. Pfau, PhD, by President Godfrey T. Anderson, PhD.

Dr. Anderson marched in the traditional academic procession made up of delegates from universities and colleges, educational associations and faculty members.

Processional and recessional music was provided by the March Air Force Band.

She will receive the gavel from Mrs. George B. Haufler, Rolling Hills, whom she succeeds. Prior to her election to the presidency, Mrs. Loewen has served on the board of directors as chairman, president elect, chapters chairman. She is also a member of the Hospital Volunteer Guild of Glendale district 4, Los Angeles County Medical Woman's Auxiliary, California Real Estate Association, and the San Gabriel Chapter of the Loma Linda University Woman's Medical Auxiliary.

Field Day

Mrs. Loewen has served on the board of directors as chairman, president elect, chapters chairman. She is also a member of the Hospital Volunteer Guild of Glendale district 4, Los Angeles County Medical Woman's Auxiliary, California Real Estate Association, and the San Gabriel Chapter of the Loma Linda University Woman's Medical Auxiliary.

FOR LEASE — SAN BERNARDINO

Medical Dental Suites in new professional building. On "Medical Row." Close to hospitals. Approximately 1,000 square feet. Large offices, large parking near in private office and waiting rooms. Drapes and cabinets throughout. Will do minor alterations to suit your needs.

Box 215, St. Helena Phone WO 3-2701

TURNER MOVING & STORAGE

The moving company with 18 years of service to congressmen, senators and church leaders.

Box 201, Loma Linda Phone PT 6-0228

SM Auxiliary Inner Installation Set

The Woman's Auxiliary to the Alumni Association of the Loma Linda University School of Medicine, presided over the installation of the new Loma Linda University Medical Center preceding the annual Senior Banquet (left to right): Dr. and Mrs. Orvin B. Pratt; Dr. and Mrs. Ralph J. Thompson, Sr.; Mrs. Clarence E. Nelson; Dr. Godfrey T. Anderson; Dr. Elisabeth Larson; Dr. George T. Harding III; and Dr. and Mrs. Roger W. Barnes; Dr. and Mrs. Fred R. Moore; Dr. David B. Hinshaw.

VETERAN FACULTY MEMBERS

of the School of Medicine were among this group that honored the new Loma Linda University Medical Center by preceding the annual Senior Banquet (left to right): Dr. and Mrs. Orvin B. Pratt; Dr. and Mrs. Ralph J. Thompson, Sr.; Mrs. Clarence E. Nelson; Dr. Godfrey T. Anderson; Dr. Elisabeth Larson; Dr. George T. Harding III; and Dr. and Mrs. Roger W. Barnes; Dr. and Mrs. Fred R. Moore; Dr. David B. Hinshaw.

Senior Class Hears Dr. Harding, Bestows Awards, at Banquet

Honors were bestowed upon faculty, distinguished guests, and a student, at the annual banquet for senior students of the School of Medicine last Sunday at the "1001 Ranch and Country Club" in Riverside.

David B. Hinshaw, MD, dean of the School of Medicine, presided over the evening's program.

Senior class president Robert W. Sheter, assisted by vice presidents Thomas R. Mitchell and Everett H. Williams, announced eight teachers as recipients of awards by the class. Chosen as honor faculty were Isaac Sanders, MD, instructor in radiology; S. Wesley Kine, Jr., assistant professor of medicine; Jerald K. Longergan, MD, associate professor of pharmacology; Walter H. Roberts, MD, assistant professor of anatomy; A. D. Paves, MD, instructor in neurosurgery; and P. Richard Carter, MD, associate professor of surgery.

A special accolade was given by the class to David B. Hinshaw and Robert V. Shearer, MD, professors of ophthalmology and class advisor, for conscientious handling of the problems of a transition year.

The Comstock award for student excellence in internal medicine was given to Frederick C. Saunders.

President Godfrey T. Anderson introduced two alumni who had averaged 40 years of service, Dr. Henry L. Anderson and Dr. Sydney E. Anderson. Dr. Anderson stated that his association or partnership-type practice.

In a volleyball game excluded from the regular point system, a staff six-man volleyball team defeated student athletes 15-8, 15-10, 13-12.

In a volleyball game excluded from the regular point system, a staff six-man volleyball team defeated student athletes 15-8, 15-10, 13-12.

PROTEENA 20 oz. Can

NUTEREA 20 oz. Can

VARIETY MARKET

Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

PROTEENA 65¢

NUTEREA 65¢

20 oz. Can

59¢

$6.69 per case of 12

RAVIOLI 2/1 lb. Size

49¢

VEGE BURGER

GRavy QUICK

5 for $1.00

LINKETTS 65¢

CHILI BEANS

Con

Case of 12, $7.25

STORE HOURS:

SUN. - WED. 8-7; THURSDAY 8-8; FRIDAY 8-3